DABMAR LIGHTING INCORPORATED
4693 19th Street Ct E . Bradenton, FL 34203

DL-PAR36-LED-9W-RGBW
P-RMT-MR16-LED-4W-MC
LED LAMP & REMOTE

12 VOLT

REMOTE
(Sold Separately)

Base: Screw Terminals Base
Lamp: 9W PAR36 LED 12V
Lamp Colors: Multi-Color RGBW
Color Temperature: RGBW
Beam Angle: 120 Degree
Dimmable

FULL TOUCH 4-ZONE GROUP CONTROL
2.4 GHz Wireless Transmission
Adjustable Light Color Mixing
Dimming
Full Color Range Change
16 Million Adjustable Color Saturation RGB
Last Setting Memory
Control within 100ft
2 AAA Batteries